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P unctate keratitis is a feature of many ocular surface diseases of infectious, 1 traumatic, 2 and inflammatory origin. 3 Punctate keratitis presents differently for different diseases, yet is not pathognomonic to one disease, and a critical part of patient management is following the progression of ocular surface disease through changes in keratitis. Different patterns of keratitis provide clues to the underlying disease, whereas different amounts are indicative of severity.
Since the end of the 19th century, clinicians have visualized punctate keratitis with the aid of dyes, such as sodium fluorescein. 4, 5 When a drop of sodium fluorescein dye is instilled into the tear fluid, under cobalt-blue filter illumination, surface regions of staining become visible in a time-dependent fashion. These regions, commonly referred to as micro-or macropunctate dots, superficial punctate keratitis, or SPK, have been interpreted in various ways, such as pooling in cavities resulting from desquamation of the corneal epithelium or penetration into intercellular spaces. 6, 7 However, recent investigations have questioned some of these hypotheses 8 and instead have indicated a role of cellular uptake; it was shown in in vitro human and ex vivo rabbit models that damaged or dying cells take up fluorescein at a higher rate than healthy cells, and dead cells or surface gap pooling are probably not the cause of staining. 9 This relationship to cell turnover also would explain why healthy subjects have staining, 6, 10 and how pathological staining might reflect an incremental increase in cellular fluorescein uptake by dying cells.
Grading by the clinician normally involves a qualitative estimation of punctate dots in various corneal regions. [11] [12] [13] [14] A plethora of scoring systems has been developed to better describe what the clinician sees at the slit lamp, and these are the current standard in clinical research. These clinical grading scales use an ordinal scale based on punctate dot estimation with grade levels defined by qualitative descriptors, drawn or photographic imagery, or a combination. The cornea is typically divided into several regions (e.g., inferior, superior, central) with each region graded separately. Some of the more commonly used scales are the Baylor scale, 11 the National Eye Institute/Industry Workshop grading system, 12 the Oxford scale, 13 and the van Bijsterfeld scale. 14 For contact lens-associated staining, the Efron scales are widely used. 15, 16 In the context of contact lens studies, additional parameters, such as staining extent or depth, may be included. 15, 16 Such scales are well accepted in all types of clinical studies and treatment-based clinical trials in dry eye.
We use a modified scale specific to dry eye (Ora Calibra Staining Scale [17] [18] [19] ), which is properly anchored with descrip- tions and photographs at each level, and with half-unit increments of grading allowing for greater granularity. In the clinic, staining is assessed in the inferior, central, and superior regions. However, inferior corneal staining has recently been shown to be the key corneal zone required to predict any subtype of dry eye using receiver operating characteristic analysis of single, paired, and summed corneal zones as predictors of various types of dry eye. 20 There are several drawbacks that limit the effectiveness of clinical grading systems in the drug-approval process, which requires greater sensitivity of measure. Practical limitations of estimating punctate dot number, as well as subjectivity in interpretation of qualitative descriptors, can hinder objectivity, precision, and reproducibility. 21 This becomes a particular challenge when assessing treatment efficacy in multicenter clinical trials with more than 35 participating investigators. Excessive variability in the data must then be offset by increasing the subject population, adding expense and complexity to the trial. Recent efforts to improve clinical grading involved modifying slit lamp hardware to minimize the artifact of nonuniform illumination. 22 Other researchers have presented new scale concepts based on a further quantification of staining scores through the use of fluorophotometry at the slit lamp, relating results to permeability of the corneal surface. 23 The increments in current scales designed to measure punctate keratitis are nonlinear, 13 and total punctate dot number can vary greatly at higher grades. Consequently, significant reductions of staining may still fall within the same clinical grade. Although precision is improved by a finer granularity in scales, this only partially resolves the problem. In fact, near-continuous scales with 0-to 100-point increments may exceed limits of human perceptual resolution. 24 The automated assessment of keratitis presented here is a simple method to quantify punctate dots in images taken at the slit lamp. This system can be generalized to complement and corroborate any clinical grading system, but as described here is specific to the investigation of scales based on punctate dot enumeration in dry eye disease. The slit lamp evaluation of keratitis specifies that the corneal surface be divided into several subregions that the investigator must estimate visually. Using quantitative digital image analysis, these regions can be extracted from the image more accurately and consistently. Furthermore, this alternative provides an effectively continuous objective scale that allows for greatly enhanced precision.
Because staining scores are adopted as precise endpoints in Food and Drug Administration clinical trials of new drug effects, known to be quite subtle in dry eye disease, quality assessment/control protocols must be in place for both the method of staining and the method of grading staining. Digital image analysis provides a useful tool to corroborate the quality of the grading that occurs at the slit lamp, fully recognizing that the gold standard in clinical trials is clinical grading and that these automated methods serve a complementary function of quality assurance across multicenters.
The objective of the present study, therefore, was to define the statistical correlation and agreement between the dataset derived from three experienced investigators grading a series of images as they would at the slit lamp, and comparing agreement to the dataset generated by the automated software.
METHODS Subjects
The informed consent and study protocol were approved by a properly constituted institutional review board (Alpha IRB, San Clemente, CA, USA), and the study was conducted in accordance with the ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Subjects had to have a history of use of artificial tear substitutes for symptoms of dry eye within the previous 6 months and a patient-or investigator-reported history of dry eye in both eyes. Subjects were excluded who had (1) any clinically significant slit lamp findings, including active blepharitis, meibomian gland dysfunction, ocular infection, or active ocular or lid margin inflammation that required therapeutic treatment; (2) worn contact lenses; (3) a history of laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis or similar type of corneal refractive surgery within 12 months before the first visit; (4) used any of the prohibited medications within the appropriate prestudy washout period; or (5) a condition that the investigator felt may have put the subject at significant risk, may have confounded study results, or may have interfered significantly with the subject's participation in the study.
Image Capture Technique
Staining was evaluated after instillation of sodium fluorescein solution (5 lL 2% preservative-free) into the inferior conjunctival cul-de-sac of both eyes of each subject. The subject was asked to blink several times to ensure proper mixing of the fluorescein dye throughout the tear film. No rinsing step was used. Because residence time is known to influence fluorescence, all images were taken 5 minutes after fluorescein instillation.
At the slit lamp, clinical grading of staining would have occurred for all five corneal regions. However, for the purposes of this agreement study, we focused on the inferior cornea, as this is the region most commonly and highly stained in dry eye, 20 as well as being the primary efficacy endpoint in many clinical trials. [17] [18] [19] 25 Images of the inferior cornea were acquired with a 12-megapixel digital camera (Canon 5D Mark I DSLR; Canon USA, Inc., Melville, NY, USA) attached to a Haag Steit BX 900 (Bern, Switzerland) slit lamp system. An excitation blue filter (Haag Streit, Bern, Switzerland) and a barrier Wratten #12 yellow filter (Yellow Wratten #12; Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY, USA) were used to optimize visibility of punctate dots. Tear layer reflection was minimized by using a diffused flash system. Images were captured in RAW format to maximize the information from each subject and converted to RGB, 8-bit jpeg format for processing. Shutter speed, aperture size, ISO, and other camera parameters were constant across all subjects.
Selection of Region of Interest
A sample image is shown in Figure 1a . The region of interest is the geometrically defined area of the inferior cornea (Fig. 1b) . The first step of the analysis process is the segmentation of this portion from the remainder of the image. Due to variations in intersubject corneal diameter, eyelid shape, and other geometric parameters, this step cannot be fully automated.
From the original image, three points along the edge of the inferior cornea are selected with the mouse. The final segmentation of the inferior region is then done automatically. The OpenCV computer vision library, 26 an open source library written in Cþþ, was used to develop software for segmenting and cropping the image, as well as for detection and enumeration of total punctate dot number.
Calculation of Punctate Dot Number (N dots )
After the initial cropping step to isolate the region of interest, the blue and red channels are discarded and analysis of the green channel proceeds using a process of image normalization with background smoothing (Fig. 1c) . Automated
Automated Method of Grading Fluorescein Staining
After extraction of the green RGB image channel, image brightness is normalized to mean pixel intensity of 100. The image background is next smoothed to remove the effects of slowly varying image intensities due to the spherical geometry of the corneal surface. Punctate dots are isolated by thresholding the image by pixel intensity level of approximately 20% above the image mean intensity.
To remove noise in the image, the images were next converted to binary format and a blob detection algorithm 26 was used to filter connected regions of white pixels below the typical size of a corneal epithelial cell (assumed to be 36 lm).
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The minimum blob size in pixels is then determined by the apparent diameter of the cornea (in pixels) in the image based on assumed actual diameter of 10 mm.
The blob filtering is also used to remove flash artifact from the image by filtering blobs above 500 pixels. Finally, blobs not falling within the geometric area of interest (here the inferior cornea) are also discarded. The remaining blobs (Fig. 1d) are then counted by the algorithm to obtain the punctate dot number, N dots .
Detected punctate dots are highlighted in red (Fig. 1e) .
Image Database
Images selected for this study were required to be free of defects that prevented clear visibility of staining in the region of interest including the following: overexposure, too weak a fluorescein stain intensity to distinguish staining from background, limited visibility, or poor focus in the region of interest, and tear film interference with staining visibility. Images failing these criteria were rejected. A total of 229 images, from 115 subjects, were first graded by the software. The scores were then sorted into bins defined by the minimum and maximum log punctate dot number over the entire population partitioned into six equal ranges. Nine images were then selected at random from each severity grade level.
The final database consisted of fifty-four images. Each image was presented to each investigator in a random sequence with no information on the initial assessment.
Clinical Grading System
The final 54 images were graded by three experienced clinical research investigators (162 clinical grades comprised this dataset) using the clinical grading system conventionally used at the slit lamp. This scale uses a 0 to 4 grading system (Ora Calibra Fluorescein Staining Scale) with grade levels based on number of punctate dots as specified by qualitative descriptive language, where 0 ¼ none and 4 ¼ severe confluent staining. The cornea is divided into regions that are graded separately. This averaged investigator grade was adopted as the ''clinical grade'' to be then compared to the software grade. The grading of images, as opposed to actual grading at the slit lamp, does constitute an additional layer of separation from the clinic. However, we felt that the comparison of images evaluated by both investigator and software represents a critical first step to understanding actual clinical grading.
Statistical Methods
Correlation and Agreement Among Investigators. The pairwise correlations among the three investigators were first determined using Pearson's correlation coefficient. This provided information regarding correlation, but not agreement. To calculate agreement, Lin's Concordance Correlation Coefficient 28 (CCC) was used. This analysis was supplemented by Bland-Altman 29 analysis comparing mean difference and SD of mean difference between each pairwise investigator combination.
Agreement Between Clinical and Automated Predicted Score. The mean score of the three investigators for each image was taken as best representing the true clinical score. The primary analysis was then a comparison of the mean investigator-graded score to the automated predicted score.
An estimator for the predicted score was derived by linear regression fit to all 162 investigator scores against the automated score. Using the results of this analysis, the best approximation to the clinical score may be written as follows:
where G pred is the automated predicted keratitis score and N dots is the computed punctate dot number.
The agreement between the automated predicted keratitis score based on the regression fit, and the clinical score assigned to the image by the investigator, was again determined using Lin's CCC as well as Bland-Altman analysis in the same manner as comparison between investigators.
RESULTS

Repeatability of Automated Method
Because the grading method requires manual input, it is important to consider intra-user variability under repeated trials. To test this requirement, a single software user supplied manual input for each image in the dataset in a series of three trials. Bland-Altman analysis of the resulting predicted score G pred is shown in Table 1 . The maximum between-trial grade difference over all images was 0.245. The mean concordance between trials was 0.996 and no statistical difference was found between any of the trials.
Correlation and Agreement Between Investigators
A summary of the correlation and agreement statistics comparing all clinical investigators is shown in Table 2 . The mean Pearson's correlation between investigators was 0.914. The mean CCC between investigators was 0.882. Bland-Altman analysis indicated that scores assessed by investigator 3 tended to be significantly higher than those assessed by both investigators 1 and 2 based on a paired t-test. Mean difference in assessed scores was greatest between investigator 1 and investigator 3 (À0.370) (P < 0.0001). The mean of the SDs of the staining score differences between investigators was (0.497) or approximately one-half a clinical grade point. The logarithmic nature of punctate dot number has been previously observed; that is, the Oxford grading scale follows a logarithmic progression from panel to panel. 13 In Figure 2 , the investigator-assigned score for all images is plotted against the computed punctate dot number, N dots in logarithmic scale. The number of computed punctate dots (N dots ) is potentially unlimited, although no images have been observed to date with N dots greater than approximately 1000; that is, log(N dots ) ¼ 3.
A linear regression calculation of all investigator scores versus the automated punctate dot number for each image determined C 1 ¼ 1.48 and C 2 ¼ À0.206 (R ¼ 0.890) with twosided confidence intervals (CIs) (0.853-0.918). The automated predicted grade was then estimated from this regression fit as
and
Both clinical and predicted scores are plotted in Figure 3 for each of the 54 images. Table 3 summarizes the statistical agreement and correlation between the clinical and automated predicted scores. The two-point Pearson's correlation coefficient between the methods was 0.927 (P < 0.0001).
The CCC between predicted automated score and mean investigator score was 0.929. Figure 4 shows the Bland-Altman plot, with score differences I(n) À G pred (n) on the y-axis, where I(n) is the mean score for all investigators for each image and G pred (n) is the predicted score for each image (1 < n < 54). The average grade [I(n) þ G pred (n)]/2 is shown on the x-axis. The mean difference between methods for all images was À0.0153. This value was not significantly different from zero (P ¼ 0.779, based on a paired t-test), and hence did not indicate bias. The range of the 95% CI was (À0.124 to 0.0933).
The SD of mean differences between clinical and automated methods was 0.398.
DISCUSSION
The use of imaging techniques and the associated software analysis as a complement or substitute for clinical scoring is already widespread in many medical specialties, such as radiology and retinal diseases. 30 These methods provide increased efficiency for processing clinical data, as well as the benefit of standardizing grading across multicentered clinical trials. Standardization of grading in turn provides a more statistically powerful dataset, as well as greater precision when assessing treatment effects. In addition, imaging data allow for more detailed analyses of the effects of treatment than standard techniques, and allow for retrospective reanalysis, as a permanent database is created. In dry eye clinical trials, the acquisition of image data is relatively less common. In a previous study, 31 we investigated the practicality of automated grading of images of conjunctival hyperemia. In that study, the morphological structure of the vascular structure was shown to be relevant as a diagnostic tool in the context of dry eye. In other applications in ophthalmology, the use of imaging data of the conjunctiva has been explored extensively in studies of contact lens wear. 15, 16 Software analysis of digital images of corneal staining with sodium fluorescein 22, 32, 33 has yet to be explored as extensively as conjunctival hyperemia. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] On one level, automated analysis of hyperemia is more complex because both clinical and automated scoring incorporate two parameters in the score: redness intensity and vessel morphology/geometry. 24, 36 Such assessments have been shown to be particularly difficult for a human investigator. In contrast, corneal staining, particularly in dry eye disease, and as defined by existing clinical scales, is dependent on evaluating the punctate number in a given corneal region. This one-parameter approach to grading may help reduce inconsistencies among investigators in a clinical trial. Although it is not possible to ascertain the ''true'' number of stained cells, the close agreement of the qualitative and quantitative methods strengthens the validity of both. Furthermore, the repeatability of the software method appears to be excellent. For a complete comparison of clinical and automated grading, aspects of repeatability, such as that of the photographic technique and possible variation between the image grade and slit lamp grade, must be addressed, as well as whether sufficient imageacquisition quality in an actual clinical trial can be maintained. Answers to these questions will be investigated with a more extensive data set.
Assessment of confluent staining poses challenges for both manual and automated grading because, at times, staining presents as small isolated patches of confluent regions within a relatively clear cornea. In these cases, the clinician must then rely on his or her clinical acumen to grade the severity of staining accordingly. For the data set considered in this study, automated analysis based on punctate dot count does successfully reproduce the gestalt manual grade over the entirety of the grading range of the Ora Calibra Staining Scale. However, subtleties in the grading of confluence at the upper end of the scale may require further refinement of program parameters, based on clinical input, including the possible addition of a parameter to measure total staining area as well as the consideration of blobs of larger size. This will be examined in future studies.
In the present study, the average SD of interinvestigator differences was 0.497, or less than one-half clinical grade. The corresponding agreement between predicted score and mean investigator score was 0.398. The results from the BlandAltman analysis show that there was no statistically significant bias between predicted and mean investigator score. For the investigators, despite close agreement of differences, the scores assessed by Investigator 3 were significantly higher than those assessed by the other investigators. Finally, recent results from clinical studies have shown that the evaluation of treatment efficacy in dry eye is extremely subtle, and measurements must be able to detect small changes. [17] [18] [19] 25 Mean significant differences in corneal staining after treatment can be less than a 0.3 clinical grade between vehicle and active subject groups. 9 Results of this agreement study show that, although remaining a work in progress, automated assessment of corneal staining, based on digital image analysis, provides increased objectivity and decreased scoring variability. Although we expect that clinical grading will continue to remain the gold standard in clinical trials, image analysis holds promise to ensure the quality of clinical staining score outcomes across multicenters, and could thereby improve outcomes in clinical studies of dry eye.
